A Sound Church

A sound church is not merely a church that sounds good, but rather one that is firmly anchored in truth!

Sound in **DOCTRINE** • Titus 2:1
Sound in **FAITH** • Titus 1:13
Sound in **UNITY** • John 17
Sound in **ORGANIZATION** • Ephesians 4:11
Sound in **WORK** • Titus 3:1
Sound in **WORSHIP** • John 4:24
Sound in **TEACHING** • 2 Timothy 4:1-4
Sound in **GIVING** • 2 Corinthians 9:7-8
Sound in **ZEAL** • 2 Corinthians 9:2
Sound in **LEADERSHIP** • Acts 2:38

"That they may be sound" Titus 1:13

"But speak thou the things which become sound doctrine." Titus 2:1